WHO WE ARE

Stop!
Rolled projects, confusion and waste of space!

The GTA SOLUTION is a young and dynamic company that designs,
manufactures and sells office machines for the trimming and bending of
plotted projects and copies of great size.
The team of people who compose it has twenty years of work experience in
the engineering industry where he actively participated in both the design
phases of industrialization.
Taking part in the environment on a daily basis to the technical working life,
we have realized the importance of properly stored in a small space and
the projects on paper, so that they are then easy and convenient reference.

Use the new machine able to bend
large sheets ergonomically

The old project management, made by rolling and placed inside “pipes”, was
no longer possible for both space for convenience and speed of consultation.
Thus it was born the idea of building a simple and inexpensive manual
machine for folding large sheets by reducing them to an A4 format (21 x 29.7
cm.) To facilitate archiving and consultation.
The car, so it was meant to be reliable and able to integrate the various
technical departments, graphics and services. Then we will realize the need
to support the folding machine a cutter machine to complete the job after the
printing. To date, the feedback from our customers, the company is leading

FLEXFOLD 1.1

the design of electrified versions of cutters and binding machines.
Our mission is total customer satisfaction, a goal we set ourselves to achieve
inexorably. To this end, we build machines that meet high quality standards,
we have overcome many of reliability and that operate in safety tests.
All supported by an emergency assistance service provided by the sales
network.

GTA SOLUTION
di Coppari Tiziana

Framing the QR Code with
your smartphone and watch
our videos on You Tube

Tel. 0731 701949
L.go Tien An Men, 29
60030 Maiolati Spontini (AN)
e-mail: contact@gtasolution.eu
web: www.gtasolution.eu

FLEXFOLD 1.1
To bend large sheets

With FlexFold 1.1 fold your projects will be quick and easy! Just unlock the
folding machine with the appropriate knob and open the pressure bands, put
the paper and use the handle to fold perfectly at 21 cm.

Bender FlexFold 1.1 manual is built entirely of steel and aluminum.
Excellent performance and extreme compactness are its salient
features. With a simple and practical movement allows to bend in
A4 format (21 x 29.7 cm) plots, xerographic heliographic copies
and large format and then categorize and store in a small space.
Kinematic totally innovative handling and manufactured by precision machining of all components; for this purpose has been introduced a cam operation, suitably profiled, for maximum fluidity, progressiveness and absence of vibrations in the movements, all this
by applying the least possible effort to handle the implementation.
Structure of the rigid and non-deformable frame obtained by wide
use of aluminum and steel mechanically worked to obtain precision couplings between the various elements. In addition an intermediate plate increases the stiffness of the frame, all to the advantage of the accuracy and repeatability of the bending of the sheet.

With FlexFold 1.1 you can fold A4 sheets of large format as plots in white paper,
xerographic and heliographic copies, and within seconds your project is ready to be
folded to 29,7 cm using the appropriate measurement drawer.

When folded A4 can store it in the shelf below, or add it in the classic filers
envelopes. From now on, no more coiled projects confusion and waste of space!
Optimize your time and space with FlexFold 1.1

SILENT

Remarkably low noise in operation with the new technology SHOCK
ABSORBER introducing specific braking elements on the powertrain.
By these devices the measured noise level is 65 db and therefore
totally in line with the valid legal regulations regarding acceptable noise pollution in the workplace, also making continuous use. With the
Shock Absorber System we can affirm that he shot down the main
limitation of the current manuals on the market machines.
On site www.gtasolution.eu you can download the document with
the detailed results of phonometric relief.

COLOURS AND FINISHES

Custom color for the cover plates of the legs and mirror polishing of
some details, all for seamless integration with your office. Available
in gray, red, blue and yellow.

Grippers deformable sectors such as to evenly distribute the load
of the sheet clamping for the whole length of the machine working
plane, it follows a bending of the sheet perfectly parallel on the
sides without generating jaggies or quadrature errors on the edges. Furthermore they were introduced many technical devices to
permanently eliminate any form of maintenance.
Drawer with folding index at 29.7 cm. fully integrated in the machine body for better ergonomics of use and a lateral footprint of the
machine reduced to a minimum.
Basement with double wishbone structure for better stability during operation without allowing pesky lateral oscillations.
Protected by patent in order to protect our customers from possible counterfeits or imitations.
“PATENT PENDING” n.102015000052985

FLEXFOLD 1.1 to fold, catalog and concult your work!

